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Roundtable Discussion Topics/Hosts

- **Doing Research and Publishing as a Librarian**
  Hosted by Dr. Min Tian (Chinese Studies Librarian, U of Iowa and COM member) and Dr. Yuan Zhou (Curator, East Asian Library, U of Chicago)

- **Supervising and Management Skills**
  Hosted by William McCloy (East Asian Law Librarian, U of Washington and former CEAL President) and Amy Tsiang (Head, Richard C. Rudolph East Asian Library, UC Los Angeles)

- **Successful Job Hunting Skills: Resume and Interview**
  Hosted by Calvin Hsu (East Asian Librarian, U of Virginia), and Nanako Kodaira (Catalog Librarian for Japanese Language and Internet Resources, Duke U. and COM member)/Jim Cheng (Head, IR/PS Library and East Asian Collection, UC San Diego and COM member)

- **Survival Skills in a Bureaucratic System**
  Hosted by Rob Britt (Japanese Legal Materials Specialist, U of Washington, and COM member) and Dr. Kyungmi Chun (Korea Specialist/Bibliographer, Asia Collection, U of Hawaii and COM member)